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with great care
You put a lot of effort into your
picture taking. We do the same
when processing your film. Drop
off your 110, 126 and 135mm film'
for processing today!
Remember, we useKodakchernistry and paper with NIKON
optics forthe color.you'll be proud to show off.
1Hour Photo Lab
:52-20Fairview Avenue
/./.: Boise, Idaho .
376~1026,':
Hours
9-6 'M-F
12-4 Sat.
Presenting High Bias ]I and the Ultimate Tape Guarantee.
Memorex presents HtghBias II, a tape so extraordinary; we're going' _
to guarantee it forever. . ',' ,
We'll gl!arantee'life-like sound. .,', '
Because Permapass'" our unique oxide bonding process.Iocks each oxide
particle-each musical detail-onto the tape. So music stays ltva
Notjust the 1st pla;y:Or the 100Oth. But forever.
.We'llmarantee the cassette.
Every ~et of our cassette is engineered to protect
the tape. Our waved-wafer improves tape-wind.
Silicone-treated rollers insure smooth, precise tape
altgnment.Houstng ismade strong by a design
unique to Memorex.
'We'llguarantee them forever.
IfyoU are ever dissatisfled. with Memol'(D( "
High Bias II,ma1l us the tape and we'll replace it free.
_IDREVER MNDIR,
IS 1I1IVI,'
ORIS. IT~.......:: •....MIMDRIKI:t'
"The only gnu.that's fit
. to print".
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Military '&Campus
The Pentagon, which cut back on
military contracts to ::olleges during the
Vietnam War years, is now spending money
on campuses in record amounts: The
American Friends Service Committee says
some 250 schools are now receiving over a
billion dollars a year for military-related
work. Nearly half of that money goes to
just two universities: Johns Hopkins and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The Quaker Research Group says the
Pentagon is trying to "buy its way back
onto college campuses," a charge denied by
the Pentagon, which says, "The purpose of
the program is to contribute toa strong
national technological base." Federal
Times, November 15,1982.
Women & Recession
Women are the big losers in the current
recession. Female executives are losing their
jobs in record numbers either because' they
lack seniority or,as.onewoman controller
who lost her job puts it, •'The political.
climate makes it easier for men to engage in
those 'good 01' boy' biases." Executive
recruiters admit. there's less federal
pressure to hire and promote women, and
in fact, the movement to fill management
slots with women has nearly stopped. How
are the women handling it? Not well, say
the job counselors. They say women blame
themselves rather than the economy and go
through long periods of anger and
mourning. Says New York psychologist
Marilyn Machlowitz, a firing can stir up
feelings "that they were a fraud, and didn't
belong there anyway." Wall Street Journal,
November 9, 1982.
Workers & Automation
Most office workers agree that modern
technology has made them more efficient.
But they also'think it's making them sick.
In a survey of nearly 13-hundred
secretaries,' administrative assistants and
word processing operators, more than
two-thirds said electronic equipment could
cause health problems such as eyestrain and
backache. Almost 80 percent said they
needed better lighting and more rest breaks.
when using word processors and
computers. .
Meanwhile, in Canada, a government
panel is recommending limiting the use of
video display terminals. The task force
suggests the V-DoT's be uS,edno more than
five hours a day to minimize the danger
from low-level radiation.
H. S. Assertion
There won't be any nuclear missiles
launched from Malcolm Shabazz High
School in Madison, Wisconsin. Nor will
there be any atomic weapons research in the
science lab; Signs in the corridors of the
school warn that nuclear weapons are
strictly forbidden. The school has declared
itself a nuclear-free zone after obtaining
signatures of nearly all its 130-member
student body and most ofits teachers and
staff. Baltimore Sun, November 10, 1982.
Advertising
The days of truth in advertising may be
numbered. Top Federal Trade Commission
staffers are pushing to do away with the
F-T-C's longstanding policy requiring
advertisers to back upthCir claims.
Consumer protection chief Timothy Muris·
says the rule stands in the way of
communicating useful information to the
consumer. For example, notes Muris, the
F-T-C shouldn't hav~ forced the Sperry
Corporation to withdraw its 'ads for an· .
electric razor, just bec:mse Sperry couldn't
prove the razor cut the incidence of ".razor
bumps" among black shavers. Muris'
response to the Sperry ad? ."lthink the
benefits of communicating this information
are greater than the harm that's caused if
the claims turtl out tobe faise," Wall Street
Journal, November 9,1982., .
Report:Union Short Courses:
A FreeUniversity_
Conce~_t _
by Terry Peoples
At the Nov. 8 Senate Caucus, Treasurer
AI Meyers, chair of the Financial Advisory
Board (FAB), submitted changes to Senate
Act #4 which the FAB had reviewed. The
changes were turned over to Senator Scott
Smith who will consider them for possible
amendment. Among the changes was an
alteration of the due date for submitting
budget requests' to no later than ten 'days
after the beginning of spring semester.
"The FAB feels that budget hearing are
of utmost importance" said Meyers, "and
to get those accomplished as soon as
possible we feel is in the best interest of all
concerned. "
The Senate then heard from Jeff Yount,
a representative of the American .Field
Service (AFS), a high school exchange
program. Yount said that there are 15
former AFS students at BSU in need of a
program to re-orient returning students.
After some discussion, Senator Richard
Jung volunteered to bring the issue up
before the Nov. 10 Senate meeting.
. Next, tlie KBSU budget revisions were
submitted to the Senate by KBSU Director
Marla Legette. Concerning the revisions,
Legette clarified that sales representatives
"Communicating About Sexuality--For receive a straight commission not a salary.
Parents," will be taught by Cynthia Walker She said KBSU sales representatives take a
.of Planned Parenthood. 25 percent commission-ten percent higher
Newscaster Marc Johnson will teach a than the industry standard of 15 percent.
short course titled, ",The Idaho Legislature There was debate ·as·to whether of not
and the Political Process." . .. KBSU's sales representatives should receive
'Another course will be "Shopping a 25 percent commission. It was decided
. Blind--It's your Money," which will' ex- that the issue be worked out at· last
amine trends in consumerism, tips on Tuesday's ad hoc committee meeting prior
saving money.. buying wisely and. other to the Nov. 10 Senate meeting.
,related.t!lpi~s. ' ..;, "'. ~;'.·.·C :,' M~er ..considerl.l1l1e debate, Senators at'
!....Beelet:-'sald . he}t'Clt therl1')Vas ..a good . the Nov . JO. Seriate meeting voted unani-
variety offered this fall and he anticipates a .mously to allocate $2;938 in revenue .
larger course.offering.in the spring, . 'already generated by KBSU to apply
. Fo~ mor~ information regardm~ course towards KBSU's fiscal 1983 budget. The
offerings, tunes, dates and fees, pick up a,. ~'senatealso voted unanimously to allocate
~hort course broc~u:re at ~h~Union Station '$3,304 in funds yet to be generated by'
10 the Student Union Building at BSU. KBSU during the next nine months to apply.
------------------------,.-------- towards the 1983 budget.
IACI ..("- T Ik F' The Senators also accepted a letter of. ~.' as' ,0r ce: resignation from President pro-tern Senator, . Weldon Smith, who announced his resig-
nation,' in the form of a letter, after
H· L Ed S. d· d accepting employment which would direct-l.g' 1.1er .."..tu 1e , Iy ~~~~~ ~~~~-~:e~~~~~e~:~~~:u~eaver
appointed ~nator Scott Day to President
pro-tern and Senator Jim Aguas to the chair
of· Legislative Revision. The appointments
Continued tf)page 5.•
Preparation is underway for the bi-
annual Union Short Courses,sponsored by
the Student Activities Office, according to
directors Jim Kreider and Tom Beeler.
Between 25 and 30 'short courses will be
held. The ccurses meet either once, twice,
or three till':s for sessions of one and a half
to two hours ;~ length. They will run from
November 22 to December 10 and are open
to students and the public.
Short course-categories include: you and
the law, energy issues, taking care of the
mind and body, consumer awareness,
family, recreation, and personal develop-
ment.
Jim Kreider, etudent Activities Advisor,
said that lhe sh("·· courses are part of the
"free universir j , concept which he defined
as "offering non-credit classes to the
general public in which anyone can teach
and which anyone can learn."
"It's modeled after lifelong learning,']
he added. "You're never too old to learn Ii
new hobby...· . ,
Student assistant to the director, Toni
Beeler, stressed the value of the short
courses. The registration fee is $3 and an
additional $1 charge per class. "Youcart
take as many as you like'," Beeler said.. i
Some of the courses highlighted by
Kreider include. one entitled "Reagan]
omics-Recession and Recovery," taught
by Dr. Don Billings, a BSU economics
professor. .
"We're going to talk about the .filct that
we are- in a ·.very''s,erioJ:!Srecel;siol1;· ~d
.speak to the issue of how we got here and
how we might get out,". Billings said. He
said he will cover Reagonomics and supply .
side economics and discuss their meanings:
Another course, "Life Crisis and Famil)j
Stability" will be taught by John.Dawson,
.by Janice Pavlic
director of the Patient and Family Institute,
Inc. Dawson will discuss topics concerning
divorce, death, dealing with job layoffs and
more.
A public hearing on higher ~ducation was
held November 9· at the Statehouse in
Boise. The hearing was. conducted by the
Idaho Task Force on Higher Education
which was established by the Idaho
Association of Commerce' and Industry .
(IACI). The task force Is studying higher
education and will make; recommendations
based on its findings ..
Thirty-four testimonies were given by
citizens of Boise, Eagle, and Seattle at the
Boise hearing. Speakers represented Idaho. ;
industries, the health profession and hos-
pitals, . the law profession, vocational~
technical education, BSU alumni, BSU
faculty, the teacher's union, and students,
Testimony was restricted. to the subjects
of higher education governance, institu,':
tional roles, finance, programs, faculty,
and students, and speakers addressed issues
within this ·range. . .
Tom Bourke, president of the Boise
Chamber of Commerce; spoke in· support
oUuition and equity in funding Idaho's
colleges and universities; .
Edith Miller Klein, former· Idaho Sentor,
advocated that health: sciences training
should·be based inBoise.··· .. '
Fred Thompson, presidelltofthe 'BSU .
foundation,. spoke in support of. c:quity,
saying that "ifdecisiorisaremade in a
political climate; ~SUlwill. continue to
suffer.!' He also said' that "Strong leader-
ship is' needed at a tunc when higher
UNlYERSlTYNEWS. NOYEMBUn ..23,i982 • P'-'GE3
.'....,,'}'~.:~~:'~~'.\:\. :r.y~,:y~\~~,.~~(~;\\._~·~/<~'~~~~"./\;};·IJf~i~;f..;\:/·,}'v ~~..'::~\JI"P,
education is not politically appreciated."
Dick McCluskie, representing the BSU
Federation of Teachers, testified in support
of consolidation of programs and ad-
ministration, the latter of which he said is
now too costly.' McCluskie also advocated
uniformity of benefits and land grant status
at all Idaho campuses.
ASBSUVice President Deanna Gibler,
addressing the costs' of higher education,
said she believes that "students fully expect
to pay their fair share of the cost of going'
to college in this 'state, but, in paying that
fair share, students also expect a fair return
on every dollar spent." Describing BSU's
inequitable funding base, Gibler said, "In
looking at state expenditures per student at
BSU; we find that for every dollar tlie .
student pays.,.the state pays three dollars.
SQ, at BSU, our3 to 1 ratio should lead one
to the conclusioilthat, at least in regan!s to
state expenditures, stpdents are paying their .
fair share and therisome.
Gibler then compared inequitable fund-
ing of Idaho's institutions to other state
schools in the U.S. : .
She conchlded, "As 'an advocate oUhe .
students at BSU, ..1 must stress the
importance of not looking to the students
as a means tei an enc;1~.. .
The Boise hearing Will! one \ of eight
conducted throughout Idaho during
October and November;
Continued to page~ ~
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Memory ..Boosting Drugs- -
Drugs Headed Our Way
.' Scientists are saying they're very close to
'.developing drugs that can boost human
int~Jligence, attention, memory-·even our
sex drives. At least a dozen pharmaceutical
companies are pouring money into the
search for what is called a "cognitive
drug" --one that directly affects
brainpower,.One substance already
developed has increased human
;.performance on learning tests as much as
. 20 percent. Other chemicals tested on
animals have been found to improve
memory Qr,indllce forgetfulness; .. recharge
a lagging sex drive ... bring on anxiety--or
·decrease it..:Induce sleep, trigger
·dreaming ... and increase or decrease thirst
Qrappetite. Interest in memory-boosting
-drugs appears tobe inliversal. One industry
official says, "We certainly have no
problems getting volunteers. Every time
·you walk from one end oftJIe house to the
'other and forget whafyou went for, YPU
think abOut ihis."Washington Post.
Occto'ber28,1982. .
Brigh.ter?
asthmatic sometimes pay a painful price With
their lives. .
There are alternatives and we do know,
them. "Share-a:ride-with-a-car-pool-ride-the-
bus-walking-friend .. .' The jingles are endless,
yet the '''how-tos'', unlike our grey air are
forgettable., '
This year, don't forget: call 336-5300 for car
pool information, and 336-1010 for Boise
Urban Stages.
Do something for Boise. Help our air and
our health. We'll all breathe a little easier.
"
BoiseIs
Boise is brighter? Not this, Winter. Thifnext
few months, like years past, will be plagued
not just by shorter days-but also by, shorter
breaths.
When winter ways come to Boise, so too
come the temperature 'inversionsl\nd a
disturbingly thick reminder of howunclean
this city is and how much we drive our cars.
Our cars. Any day this week, jaunt down to
your nearest busy comer and count how many
drivers are going it alone. You guessed-a lot.
Boise is-getting no brighter. ,
The effects? Short term: a cough, a spat.
Long term: your lungs are the experiment.
And our friends the elderly and the
~. -
B.M.'
'What cost our Air?
In Reality'
\' ASB
(
I'
I
Well, well, well, now that some
of you have chosen to speak out
on KBSU and have also chosen to
speak out on what President
Fairchild wants or advocates
I feel I must respond to the (without talking to her prior, as
ASBSU President's appeal for usual) for ASBSU, it's time I
students to take part in student speak out too. Itamazes me how
boards and committees. students who have never been
Before my term asSenator was involved in any planning, hear-
finished', I applied (and went ings, or general management
through the appropriate selection meetings, can speak out and tell
process) for several committees other students what's happening--
and boards as a student-at-large: especially in editorial form in a
Alcohol Awareness (which I supposedly student newspaper
began and served as chairperson that should be giving students the
for two years); Student Health facts. If I were speaking without
Advisory Board (which I also facts and without substance, I~
began and chaired 2 years); only use my initials too. Anyway,
Executive Food Service (which I here's ASBSU's story on a radio
have been on for two, years); station which spent $72,716.05
, School of Health Sciences Pro- last year (according to depart-
motion and Tenure Committee mental expense summaries) of
(which desperately needs student students' money.
members ASAP); Pavilion Policy Last spring you students had
Board (I serve as first coordinator the option of electing a candidate
for special events); and Student who supported putting even more
Union Board of Governors. I ASBSU "'dollars into KBSU or
knew 'I might be approved for electing the candidate who be-
only two or three positions, so lieved that too many dollars were
applied for several. 'being spent in entertainment and
After the recommendation of advocated this money going to
the Personnel Selection Chair, I organizations and the betterment
awaited my appointment. When 'of student services Ie.g., insur-
none was forthcoming, I wrote ance, lawyer, etc.), You students
and spoke to the ASBSU Presi- chose the latter by a vote of 3:1
dent. 'I was told these were and, once in office, this is some of
"political appointments" and what I've found with KBSU:
since I could not totally support 1. No proper accounting pro-
all of her methods, I would not be cedures were exercised-no ledgers
appointed. or journals for reporting revenues
Do we need to change some- were always used (unfortunate)
thing in ASBSU rules: take ap- for an organization working with
pointmentsout of the political over $72,000.
realm,out of the hands of one 2. No policy' established for
person who seems to use them as recipients of salaries or commis-
political plums? sions--aII were personal decisions
Is my. three years in student of the manager.
. government and my extensive .: 3. Unaccounted for revenue.';
experience in many areas to be for '~\ 4. Donations stuffed ,into
naught, since I don't agree with "drawers for days, withaccess to
the methods of the current presi-many people. -. ,,~"'; ,I ,
dent? Heel (as does the, Personnel , '~. 5. Dogs running in andcut of
Selection Committee and several 'recording rooms.. ,- ',·"~·:···.i>' ,
other A.SBSU officers) that lean 6. No control on' telephone'
still serve students of Boise State credit cards (personal charges'o(
University in' a constructive $600). '
manner'. ' 7. Bills pastdue,
It's.unfortunate that these ap- 8. Non-students receiving stu-
pointnients are candy apples to be dent dollars for service awards. '
handed out only to friends and 9. 'Abuse of equipment. and
those who appear "to be in facilities (e.g., cigarette butts on
,agreement with the president. thousands, of dollars of equip-
Coincidentally,the proposed ment). ,,'
constitutional changes would have 10. Etc., ete., etc;
distributed this power somewhat After seeing all of this, . your
,more equitably. Is this why she so ASBSU Treasurer andlininiedi-
vehemently objectC<l?? Look' to ately made changes in'Policies',
your,ne":VCode of Ethics"" '-established accountingproce-
dures, limited charge Cards, and
havcinvesti8ated unaccounted for
funds; This waSt'! 'necessarily
I
~\
Yours sincerely,
Helen E~Holt
Carl Scheider
Program Director
KBSU-FM
business". I've shown you my
credentials AI, now you show me
yours.
mind, Senators, when budget time
arrives.
I advocated an Administrative
Task Force to research KBSU's
potential as a training center for
students, as part of the Communi-
cations Department or part of
KAID. Also, to determine some
long-range possibilities and plan-
ning for KBSU. I also requested
an ASBSU Senate ad hoc commit-
tee to look into KBSU and answer
questions often asked. Whatever
decisions either committees ar-
rived at would be informed deci-
sions and not based on heresay.
I'm sure you students have some-
thing to say about this, so please
get in touch with your Senators as
they are the ones that approve the
ASBSU spending, or call the
ASBSU office at 385;1440 and let
us know.
easy to' do when the general
manager of KBSU did not see any
problems to exist nor, as yet,
enlightened to any problem. Un-
derstandably, problems are a
value judgement, but in my
opinion, ill an organization
spending tens of thousands of
student dollars, I do see these
types of occurrences as problems--
maybe not to KBSU but to the
students, because you students
pay for KBSU. Months of long,
hard hours were put in by the
Treasurer and myself to, try and
give KBSU what we believed to be
guidance and advice and, much to
my dismay, we have been told that
we don't support KBSU and we
haven't been patient. ASBSU
(student .dollars) absorbed
KBSU's $13,OOO-plusdeficit
(spending approved by the general
manager), and that's not working
with KBSU? Or being patient? We
have put up with name' calling,
yelling, cussing, and now even
false accusations for the work put
in. Maybe KBSU doesn't like
what has been done, but you as
students can be sure that money
spent can now be controlled,
accounted for, and limits are now
being set., ,
I support KBSUas a very
valuable learning' center for stu-
dents, but I cannot condone
putting that much money into an
organization unless a majority of
students support it and benefit'
from it, and unless it is managed
professionally. We all share the
dream of KBSU being part of the
National Public Radio Network,
but we can neither afford nor
qualify for it under the manage-
ment and fiscal morass that exists.
Also, I don't believe enough
students are getting$72,OOO-plus
of benefits from KBSU as yet and
.believe it should be up to the
~'students'vo.teifthey want to keep
KBSU ope'o'arid fund them what '
they need ($100,000 a year). I
'know that ASBSU cannot con-
tinue financially supporting
KBSU at -such a needed cost
Without severely sacrificing many, !
~y golla,rs ~olng :;into other I
organizations PrQyingto be more I
b~neficial to mor,e stride,nts. A!so,!'
, withall the eutbacksand possible
fee increasesithat may .occur.:
I do not.foresee BSU's admini-, I
stration picking up the tab. Sure, I
if we implement a fee increase to
support KBSU, that ~ould Bet the
money, but I am adamantly
opposed and will,continue to fight
againSt any such action. Perhaps,
since ,the, University, News sup-
ports KBSU, they would be
Willing to forfeit, one-half of their,
S53,ooo (paid by A5BSU) to keep ,
KBSU above water; 'KCepthat in
I.e.A. Response
We so appreciated Marianne
Flagg's excellent in-depth in-
terpretation on the use and abuse
of corporate wealth as she viewed
several of Boise's principal sub-
jects.
It would have been interesting
to read an explanation as to how
Idaho's top millionaire business
men rose to their lofty heights as
two among the Fortune 400, since
they, neither one, inherited
money. Did government largesse
provide the necessary resources or
did the highly touted free enter-
prise system actually prove that its
use brought richest rewards?
Idaho salaries have never en-
ticed talent, to employment here,
though coupled with our great
outdoors, environment and
honest, hard-working citizens, the
state has benefitted in acquiring a
mix of highly academically and
technically educated, polished
'leaders with varied religious
beliefs to freshen our provincial-
ism. 'They like what we have and
are here in the state.
Too few of these, however, are
taking active parts in promoting
improved educational and politic-
al systems. Instead, many of these
newcomers defer to those less able
'persons in their trade-off seeking
spare-time pleasures which' come
so easily. ' ,
With government's drastic cut-
backs becoming more and more
evident through the growing lack
of funds that we used to partially
match, our population is be-
, ginning to suffer, the loss of
services it took so long to gain.
Eager, but unrealistic, politicians
are willing to say "cut back even
more.' Why? Idaho has been a
bedrock financially even 'before
the I percent fiasco. '
Miss Flagg reported corpo-
rations 'dabbling in philanthropy'
while buying; off political cam-
,paigns, yet it appears at the same
time they neglect their social and
moral responsibilities.'
Both Idaho labor and consum-
ingpublic are getting the short
end'ofthe stick in such incalcula-
ble losses toat,-in our opinIon,
we'U nevereatch up for gen~·
ations.
In the
Marlyss Fairchild
ASBSU President
KBSU Speaks
Before you assert that the staff
of KBSU are "downtrodden and
broken-willed", why don't you
talk to tpe poor souls? If any-
thing, our staff is cynical after
years of being bombarded by false
accusations and rumor. The
people who make KBSU a refresh-
ing difference from,' the usual
radio stations, do it out of
dedication: No one at this station
is in it for the money. The hours
are often long and sometimes you
have to be at the station at
unhealthy hours, but we all do it.
I may, be, mistaken, but I don't
believe downtrodden people
would put up with all the prob-
lems we face every year. I'm
proud of our staff, they're pro-
fessional in every sense of the
word (except monetarily).
"Lack of professionalism" and
"mismanagement" seem to be the
popular .phrases in the upper level'
'of the ASBSU. Speaking for
myself, I've spent seven years in
radio. This time was divided
equally betweencommercial and
non-commercial stations. I've I
been a program director for two I
-commercial stations as, well as'
being KBSU's currentprogrllm
director. I am a professional. If'
the amount of moIiey 'oneis paid
determines one's 'status' as a pro,.
fessional, I canihirtk of quite a
few' people in theASBSU who'
don't qualify; AlMeyers has been
quoted as-,saying KBSU needs '
'som~ne ~ho "kno~ the radio ';
.~... '" .
j
•. Continwd/;ompage4.
which permits downgrading ed-
ucational scholastic requirements,
the academic loss of leaders,
failure to keep wilderness in-
violate, allowing imbalance in
health provisions and safety, dis-
regarding transportation-needs
and maintenance, abandoning
regulation enforcement, corrupt-
ing the political system and
cutting necessary community ser-
vices all actually threaten our lives.
for years to come.
Will corporations pick up the
'tabs jhet PresidenrReagan re-
quests to keep our society afloat?
Do they care. to improve anti-
business attitudes?
We back our Administration by
challenging the local corporations
to Action-ere-employ people,
select programs of their choice
that provide needed community
services and protect the weak and
defenseless, and help Idaho
Idaho Consumer Affairs, Inc.
change the attitudes ofthose who
refuse to help themselves.
Sincerely yours,
Mrs. Frank P. Kreizenbeck
Executive Vice-President
Vets Day
i found it very disappointing,
inappropriate, and insensitive,
but not hard to believe; that your
recent issue of the University
News which was ironically dis-
tributed on November II, (Vet-
erans Day), carried a front page
article dealing' with draft regi-
stration and not concerning the
problems of veterans. I was
further displeased, as I am sure
were the other 900 veterans at-
tending BSU, when I discovered
there was no mention of veterans
or Veterans Day· in theremainder
OfYOUTPl,\per.. '.' ' .
In yotirieal to 'espouse. (not
report): every liberal' .viewpoint
irllllginable, you. failed to re-
member,as so many' others have; .
the veterans and the sacrifice they
made in the service .of their
country.
Instead of considering relevant
issues that are appropriate for
Veterans Day, you opted for the
self-gratification of your pseudo-
news reporters, .
Since you did not, I would like
to thank all the veterans who have
served in the Armed Forces,
especially to those who 'still re-
main scarred by the effects of
war.
lACI & Task Force
B.M.
reports that it is endorsed by
Governor 'John Evans, the Idaho
Legislature, State Superintendent
of Public Instruction Jerry Evans,
and the State Board of Education.
Assisting the task force is the
Task Force Chairman John Education Commission of the
Clute, Senior Vice-President and States (ECS), based in 'Denver,
General Counsel of Boise Cascade Colorado, an independent con-
Corporation referred to the need suiting organization. According
for public comment in an October to the task force, ECS "is a
8 press release. . non-profit service organization
Clute said, "The higher ed- established by interstate compact
ucation issues being addressed by" , among 48 states, including Ida-
rhe -Task Force will affect the ho." Itcontinues to say that ECS
quality of Idaho's post-secondary . "provides a broad' range of
education opportunities for de- consulting, evaluation and assess-
cades. We very' much want to ment services on educational is-
know what people think about sues at the state and federal
these fundamental issues." levels."
The public hearings are part of The task force is comprised of
the task force's objective to various committees. The executive
identify issues and obtain inform- committee is composed of' nine
ation. In addition to the hearings - members, among whom are State
the task force conducted 200 Board member Janet Hay, Super-
campus interviews during October intendent Jerry Evans, and Uni-
and November, and is studying versityof Idaho Student Body
statistical information and reports President Andy Artis; whose
concerning higher education. current term expires this week.
The task force has set a March Committees on Governance,
1983 deadline for making and Role and Mission, Finance Pro-
publishing. recommendations. It grams, Faculty and Staff, and
will then conduct further public Students make up the rest of the
.'hearings and interviews and make task force. . .
final recommendations. Task Force Chairman John
ByJunei983 the task force wili Clute saitl that four factors
begin implementing its findings prompted the formation Of the
and recommendations with the task force, according to the fact
goal of affecting the 1984 .legis- sheet. .
lative session; The first claims that thebusi-:
The Idaho Task Force of ness community relies on. higher
Higher Education is made up of education to provide qualified
thirty-six members. A fact sheet Continued to page /6 •
• Continued/rom page 3
Sincerely,
Randy Martindale,
Vietnam Era Vet
Editor's Note: The choice to run
Marianne Flagg's Uncle Sam
Wants You was mad; very care- -
fully and with delibcrste 'intent;
The News thinks the topic of draft
registration is a natural sequel to
Ms. Flagg's feature The Invisible
Veteran a feature on Vietnam vets-
that ran last year on Veterans day.
Covering reinstatement. of draft
registration is as vital and timely a
. subject as that of Ms. FJp.,,6's last
Veteran's day artlcle.
Registration coupled with a
draft would certainly be party to
creating future generations of
veterans "scarred 'by war". The
News believes it is important to
understand both the "problems of
veterans" and how they became
veterans.
Registration and the draft are
intrinsically involved in the latter
and cannot be naively ignored or
removed.
,h•." ..
"
ASBSUReport
Ii~;
• Continued/rom page 3
were accepted unanimously.' . .
Senators heard from ASBSU
President Marlyss Fairchild.rwho
cited deficit. spending. and poor
record keeping, as two major
problems w.ithKBSU. ;She .added
that the ad . hoc committee. on
KBSUsho~ld look. into ..these
problems. Fairchild imide. it
.known that last year, .ASBSU
.
{.
i
absorbed KBSU's deficit spending
of over$13,OOO. .
"This takes away from other
org~tio!ls that ne~ money,"
said Fairchild, ."and we do not
have' the money this year to
absorb auy deficit spending." .
ASBSU Treasurer AI Meyers
then made his financial report to
the Senate.' stating.' that ....the Oc-
tober 31 report is out and. the
financial situation is.~'ill, but. not
sick ... · . .
Ii
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Colculotor Sale !iii
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was $70.00
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advanced slide rule
colcdotor with
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was' $40.0.0
now$24.9SLnow$:24.~5
L
'Open:., 8~5Monday-FridClY'
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Clockwise from top: Brad Fahey prepares to indulge in Elaine Schaffer's pancake
creations; the State Court Cafe is the place to gpfor good coffee and pleasant company;
it's still possible to buy a 25 cent cup of coffee-plus refills! and waitress Debbie Wilson
sees "all kinds" at Manley's.' .
• Continued/rom cover
Hash Houses out how to get into the restaurant .
There are, first of all, no tables at
Manley's and no booths. The room is
simply too small to accomodate them.
There is. however,a cafe counter, marked
by time and cigarette stains, and faced by a
long row of stools.
At a time when plants have become an
almost overused decoration at many area
restaurants, Manley's sported only one, a
small Boston fern hidden in a corner by the
door. . .. '
Manley's pie a 1a mode is nothing short
of a legend in the Boise valley. It costs
$2.40, but the serving is huge, a fifth ofa
pie topped with at least a quart of vanilla
ice cream.
According to Debbie Wilson, a waitress
who has worked at Manley's for the past
.year and a half, most people are surprised
at the size of the pie servings. It's a standing
joke, she said, to bring in a friend who's
never been to Manley's, and watch him or
hertryto eat the pie. '. .: . .'
Who eats at Manley's? "All' kinds,"
Wilson said,"buSinessmen, college kids,
working people. It's just a counter/'she
1225 Federal
Way; hours: 7:00
o.m-approxi-:
mately 9:30p.m.,
.Monday-Sunday.
Manley's squats unobtrusively.' on a
weedy patch of land just off Federal Way.
The building has been there for awhile, and
it looks it. The whitepaint is peeling and
the trim, part blue, part green, could be
touched-up.
There has also been some rather curious
remodeling done at the place. Although
Manley's has two front doors, side by side,
only one of them is operational. The only
clue to the one that opens is a weather-
beaten entrance mat, .half' hidden under a
pile of fallen leaves. -: .....
. ' HaVing never been to, Matiley's before,
and raised on a steady' dietol·carefully
decorated, ,'nice' restaurants" I was : un-
prepared for w~at lsa~~hen),didfigure
about three times a week. "Its a lot more
than you get downtown," he said. "You
wouldn't want to eat all day before you
come (here)."
But pie isn't the only thing served up
extra .large at Manley's. For $12.75 a
customer can order a two pound slab of
choice prime rib. "That's something else,"
remarked a man of about fifty when his
steak arrived. "It's half the size of the deer
I caught last year."
Manley's serves. a variety of dinners,
including roast beef, baked ham, or roast
pork and dressing for $5.95. Fish and Chips
are $4.75 and .finger steaks $5.75. All
dinners come with vegetable, roll, choice of
potato, and soup or salad.
Breakfast items and sandwiches are also
served any time. All orders Can'be prepared
.to gO,$.25 extra, .
According to Wilson" Manley's re-
putation extends beyond 'Boise. Manley's
tee shirts, believe it or not, have been
spotted in EUrope: The place is also a
favorite withJnlckdriyers;
continued, "but we still get people with
kids, a lot of families, which is sort of
surprising ...
There are a lot of regular customers at
Manley's, Wilson commented, but ,they
don't come in every night; "It's just too
much food to eat.every night, but we do
.have people that come in once or twice,
'maybe three times iii week."
"They take care of us here," said Alma
Steele, a horticultureteacher at Borah High
School. Manley's is close to Steele's home,
she said, and provides a good place to have
coffee before and after work. '
'Randy Pullman, 'a' construction worker
who has been on a job in Wyoming, has
been eating at Manley's off and on, for
about five years. "You have to be hungry
to come here," he said, as he waited for his
friend, Bob Hunt, to finish up a huge piece
of lemon meringue pie. . ' .
"It's a meal in itself," Hunt complained.
Having already indulged in aplate of fish
and chips, Hunt eventually gave up trying
to finish his pie.
"Old Jim" and his companion Lila
Gaber, have pie and coffee at Manley's
_ Ioekwisefrom top: Elaine Schaffer serves as both cook and owner of the State Court
Cafe; Sav-on offers homestyle cooking at a decent price; Harold Peters is a regular
patrong of the State Court Cafe; and two of the State Court's dessert selections.
Lunches are also served forabout.$2.7S. ~
Fish and chips, french dip sandwiches,'
finger steaks, and roast beef are included
on the luncheon nienu.
According to Shaffer, there are a lot of
years, Harold' Peters; owner of Peter's
Auto Body Shop.at 27th and State, has the
waitresses well-trained. When he holds up
one linger, itmeans he wants 10 eat eggs,
hashbrowns, and' toast. If he'. picks up a
knife and fork,' the order is for pancakes.
"If I don't want eitherone.vPeters said,
"I don't come here."
According to Shaffer, there are alot of .
regulars who eat three meals a day at the
cafe. She knows them and often their
children by name.
The State Court Cafe is also a good place
to work. There have been only four
waitresses on the morning shift in fifteen
years, Shaffer said.
"You're not customers, you're friends,"
said Ronald Rhine, a salesman for Proctor
and6amblewho has been eating at the
State Court for :l.5years. He' stops for
coffee every morning on his way to work.
Continued to page'/2.
content themselves With the traditional
round pancakes .
Pouring the batter on the grill, Shaffer
molds it into a muItit ~A,ofanimai shapes.
Christmas cans for pan,' \i(es in the shape of
Christmas trees, Santa Claus, and reindeer .
At Halloween, the kids get pumpkins; .
Pac man and E.T. have recently. been
added to Shaffers reportoire.
What happens if the batter doesn't
behave and the result is a messt Shaffer
delivers the cakes herself and can ten a
story that would convince any kid that the
. shapeless form on his or her plate is indeed'
an animal.
All-pancake animals come complete with
M.& Mcandy eyes.
"She does themdifferent every time we
come in," said Valerie Fahey of the
pancakes. Her kids, Jeff and Brad, were.
making short work of Pac Men drowned in
syrup and butter.
Fahey 'said that she felt comfortable
bring' her kids to State Court. The place is
informal, she said, and her kids seem to
behave' better than at other restaurants.
"Maybe its the pancakes," she joked.
Hash Houses cafe, and Fred stays there when it rains andwhen the weather is very cold. Her (Fred is
a female) arthritis acts up now, according
to Shaffer; and she's blind In one eye.
"She's still good for a few years;" Shaffer
. said.
When Shaffer's kids were young, she
said, Fred would make sure they crossed
busy State Street safely. The dog knew the
traffic lights according to Shaffer, and
would lead the kids across the street; their
hands in her. mouth. , .
There are very few people Fred doesn't
like, it seems, Shaffer could .name only
two--the eggrnan that makes deliveries to
the restaurant on Mondays and Fridays,
and a policeman who no longer comes by
the place. .
The .State Court has another asset, it's
cheap. Coffee, with all the refills you can
stand is only $.15. Themost expensive item
on the menu is steak and eggs at $4.05. For
'$2.65, you can eat ham, bacon,sausage;
and eggs.
Pancakes go for $.90, $1.05, and $1.20,
according to the menu; What the menu
doesn't say is that kids' don't have to
• Continued from page 6
tate Court Cafe
290 • tate;
.Hours:Monday-SiIturday
5:00 a.m.-5:50
p.m. Sunday 8:00
a.m.-/:oo p.m.
The State Court does have tables, as well
as some wen worn stools at the counter. It
also has a mascot named Fred.
Fred is.a German Shepherd that's been
hanging around by the front entrance of the
cafe for as long as Elaine Shaffer has
owned the place. Shaffer is not sure how
long that's been. "My daughter says
fourteen years," she said, "but I think it's
a little longer." . .
Shaffer is both owner' and cook. at the
State Court Cafe. She used to live next door
to it, so she looked 'after Fred. When.
Shaffer's family moved a few years ago,
Fred went with them. He was gone only' a
few .days however, coming back to his
station at the cafe .. The cafe's dishwasher
.now lives in that house next door to the
'/
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. 83725~ For further. information
about the nursing workshop,
telephone 385-1195.
~~~-~-;~;;l
··1•.· ..-£... '. '~ -f! I ~'J...~ 11. Get .You Down I...\ ~''u·~~\tt;·. ~-: " ... ~«''''.. ·503 So. 5th \
I' ,ii''''. . Comer of 5th & Myrtle ~
~. Be the best dressed turkey in town for the ho.lidays and \
\ . it doesn't have to cost ~ou a winganda,leg~ Buy your \
~ .holiday finery for half the cost at· Sacks Fifth Street. ~ .t Open Tues.-Sat. 342-8797 . t
............................. .....,....,......,....,..~~~...,..-.....,..~.~ ....... .....,. ...,.......,.. ..........
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BSU
Positive Nursing
•. - . t . . Art Study Tour
Image Dr .. Louis Peck. BSU art
department chairman, will lead an
art study tour '.to Seattle and
Victori~, B.C., March 19 through
26. Students may earn two course
credits for the tour or may take it
for no credit. Sponsored by the
BSU Office of Continuing Educa-
tion and the. Department of Art,
the course will be landscape
oriented using Seattle and Victor-
ia as the scene. Students may
paint in their choice of medium.
Those taking the course for credit
will .be expected to attend all
painting sessions, complete a
number of drawings to be
determined by the instructor, and
attend two all-day sessions on the
BSU campus. The first on-campus
session is scheduled for March 12.
The tour group will travel from
Boise to Seattle and Victoria by
van. The group leaves March 19
and returns March 26. After five'
nights in Seattle, students will'
travel by ferry through the San
Juan Islands to Vancouver Island.
Cost of the tour isS380, which
. includes seven nights lodging
I Coniinued to page J J •
A one-day workshop sponsored
by the Boise State School of
Health Sciences continuing nurs-
iug education program on "Mar-
keting the Role of the Profession-
al Nurse" is scheduled Monday,
Dec. 6 at the St. Alphonsus
Regional Medical Center Me-
Cleary Auditorium from 8:30
a.m.-3:30 p.rn. The workshop will
be repeated Tuesday, Dec. 7, in
the Summer and Winter rooms of
Mercy Medical Center, Nampa,
also beginning at 8:30 a.rn ,
Designed for nurses who wish to
build up their professional
images, the workshop will be led
by Barbara Anne Smith, president
of Image Associates, a California
marketing consulting firm. Her
workshop will include strategies
of communication between nurses
and doctors, techniques for
improving public image, and
methods for obtaining both peer
support and professional relation-
ships. The. workshop registration
fee of $40 'or $5 for students may
be paid to the BSU Nursing
Department, account #187-L613,
1910 Univeristy Drive, Boise, ID
from
The University News
THE RECORD EXCHANGE
EXTENS!VE SELECTION OF NEW AND USED RECORDS AND TAPES; BLANK TAPES,BOOKS,
MAGAZINES, AND RECORD.CARE PRODUCTSI ALL AT BOISE'S LARGEST RECORD STORE
nos W. IDAHO DOWNTOWN BOISE 344·8010
HII. II·'MON. THIIU .AT.
III
POSTERS· ETC.
T.SHIRTS, ROCK POSTERS, FANTASYiSCI·FI POSTERS. SAN FRAN. CONCERT POSTERS, SCENIC AND
TRAVEL POSTERS, MOVIE POSTERS, ART PRINTS, BUTTONS, CALENDARS, NOTECARDS, INCENSE
. 1107 W. IDAHO. DOWNTOWN BOISE 343·072.3
HII •• II·'MON. THIIU .AT.
How to civilize 7a.m.
.'
'-"
~-.l '.
Have a M*A*S*H Bash!
Actual 1 liter I.V.bottle filled with vodka
and complete dlspenshlg sy.stel11. Now
available in your Idaho State· Liquor Store.
Re·flllable. Great for home bars. Super
idea for parties. Creative Gift Item.
The schedu~e may be less than civilized, but yo~ don't have to'be, Try a w~rm cup of
~afe Francais. S~ooth and creamy-light, It'S a mcerway to meet the morning, And
)\;1stone !JfslX deb- •. , •.
CIOU. sl.lydifferentflavors OOf1....:rAis :JriJ,. JKod,o:Af.. . Mf.\JlJDO'
from General Foods$-'--- .-----
International Coffees.
GENERAL FOOD~INTE. RNATIO.N.A.L COFFEES. ~. ...•AS MUCH i\FEELING xs i\ FLAVOR. . • ~
" _ _ ' ,~fOGDI
C QIneraI Fooda Co!ponIlIcn 1982
,HilWI{I~YEI)ISTII~I~INC.£O.
SKOKIE, IL. 80 PROOF GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
.""nMIImark~ Centuly.Foll FIlm Cap..
,
; uq.= •
... _.. -,;;..-0- '_ _ _.;. ..... ~;.. . J.J-._.
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tlons projects related to Philip
Morris Incorporated or any of its
non-tobacco products and opera-
tions. The competition is .divided
into graduate aIld undergraduate
categories, and is open to students
currently enrolled in any accredit-
ed college or university, Under-
graduate students must work in
groups of three or more, and
graduate students in groups of
two or more, both under the
counsel "of a faculty member or a
recognized campus professional.
The deadline is January 14, 1983.
For . additional information,
please contact. The Competition
Coordinator, Philip Morris In-
corporated, 120 Park Avenue,
New York, NY 10017, (212)
679-1800.
Pre ..optometry
• Contlnued/iof!lpagelO
(double occupancy), transporta-
tion, ferry crossing fees, city tour
of Seattle and Victoria, lab fee
and fee for two undergraduate
credits or no credits. Cost' for
graduate students is $395, which
includesa$15 graduate fee. Space
is limited, and those interested are
encouraged' to register early. A
deposit of $100 should be sent by
Feb. 4 to the Office of Continuing
Education/Summer Sessions/
Evening Programs, BSU. For
more information on the tour, call'
Peck at 385-1756, or Linda
Urquidiat 385-3295.
Study Abroad
Because the U.S. Dollar has
strengthened in recent months
vis-a-vis the French Franc and the
Spanish Peseta; Academic Year
Abroad, an educational 'service
organization which arranges indi-
vidualized study in the Universite
de Paris and theUniversidad de
Madrid, announcces that costs
will' be. greatly lower beginning
with the spring semester of 1983.
In France, for' example, where the
rate of exchange is the most
favorable for Americans that it
has ever been, the. reduction is
more than $800.00 per year,
$400.00 per semester. Thus, the
costs are often much less than the
cost of a semester in an American
university. Applications for
spring and fall 1983 at the new
rates are now being received bv:
Academic Year' Abroad, . 17
Jansen Road, New Paltz.. NY
12561. Students wishing a bro-
chure and application should send
two 20-cent stamps to the above
address.
Pre ..physical
Therapy
Career Planning and Placement
announces that Pacific Univer-
sity's College of Optometry and
Physical Therapy Program will be
visiting Boise State University on
Monday, December 6, 1982.
Pacific University would like to
,meet with any pre-optometry and
pre-physical therapy students who
might be interested in continuing
their· education at their institu-
tion. The times for the group
meetings for the 6th of December
are as follows: Pre-optometry -
1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.rn.; Pre-physi-
cal therapy - 2:00 p.m, to 3:00
p.m, Both sets of meetings will be
in the Teton Room of the BSU
Student Union. For more infor-
mation, please contact the Career
Planning and Placement office,
located in room 123 of the
Administration Building, or .con-
tact your pre-optometry or
pre-physical therapy advisors.
Competition
HAPPY·HOURPhilip'Morris Incorporated has
announced its Fourteenth Annual
Marketing/Communications
Competition for Students. The
competition provides an opportu-
nity for students, nationwide, to
sharpen their marketing and.
communications. skills. A first-
place award of -$2,000, a second
place award of $1,000, and a third.
place award of $500 will be
presented tothe winning teams in
both the graduate and undergrad-
uate categories .. ' In addition..
student representatives. and fa-
culty advisors will be invited to
Philip Morris World Headquar-
ters in New York City to discuss
their projectswith Philip Morris'
executives. Students are invited to.
develop marketing/ communica-
self·
serve
,ill .COPIES
.--0>1 ,r--A¢
kinko's- COpiClS
675 CAPITOLBLVD.
. BOISE. IDAHO
. . 342-7995 '
COME SEE US AT 1302 BROADWA'if343,-3301
. OPE'N,9.:30 A,M.-12:30 A.M.·..
. Discount Prices.Beer and Wine
COMPARE AND SAVE!!
EXA.".PLE
SEER WINE
::r~~I~~ • '. '. '. '.~':: 162Pp~~K.SUMMIT~~~~O~)..... $11.99
HAMMS •• , .. ;:p.69 12 PACK CARLOROSSI·4UTER .•• $5.59
. AlSO IMPORTtD BEER' WINE
! n=:t:~~,nI39ZBrOl~" ISk;pper'S I,
Joinlhe
Rainier
50 Pounder
Club
. Here's how: .
Collect 50 Rainier l6-oz. bottle caps.·
Redeem them at Hayden Beverage
. Company, and you will receive one free
Rainier Pounder Club t-shirt. Also, in
January 1983, there will be a Pounder
Club .party,
Rules:
1) The Rainier Pounder Club is open to
anyone 19 years of age or older. (Retail
alcohol beverage licensees and their .
employees and families are noteligible.)
2) Offer is good through December 31,1982.
3) Bottle caps must be redeemed at
Hayden Beverage Company; hours are
12 noon to 6 p.m., Monday-Friday,
Music For Kids
(of'all ages)
~·_m~~m
Gentle Ben 'presents The Big Brother/Big Sister Twelve hour Music For Kids Benefit.
~ &if" $ Zf JPW$iEfij
If you're tinder 19,come from one to five p.m, and listen to Stacey and t~e Brothers
$"#'4 .~.~",~
to closing with 3 great bands. The;T.T.Miller Baitd,The Mystics, and Gentle Ben •.. . . ., ,.' - ,. " ._,;.,
"~~iil.--
the best inmusie and adJnissi9n lsonly $2.00. At Gentle Ben's, Garden City, .
'·"~.•·.·f_1!~'.tt!.i'"fl
Sunday Novelllber 21. Remember, it's for a~dthat needs a tiiendto look up to.
":', '.,::<,~~~-.::,>'<:,.
"
",.
";106S. 16th~S!!.'-;tre~~et:-----";;;"'---
hrs: 6:000.11/;-2:00 p.m ... "> ..
Mondai~Friday closed weekends'
The . Sav-on Cafe .has a particularly .
unique decor, Along a shelf above': the
windows,: facing the street, are five orslx
bouquets or'plastic plants. The building haS
been around at least fifty years, who knows
about the plants. . .
The opposite wall is decorated with strips
of metaltrailer siding in green, brown,
white, pink, and orange.
This .'cafe .is slightly larger. than' either
Manley's or. the State Court, offering
patrons a seat at'the counter, at a table, or
in a booth. Beware, however, of sitting at a
booth with an animated speaker, opposite
you in the next booth. When he or she
illustrates a point with a lot of gestures, the·
movement causes your seat to rock
unsteadily.
Overall, the food at the Sav-On was the
least expensive of the four restaurants.
Toast, hashbrowns, and one egg cost $1.00.
Coffee is $.25. The most expensive meal on
the menu is breaded veal cutlets for $2.30.
Chicken fried steak or hamburger steak is
$2.10, and all dinners are served with
vegetable and choice of potato. Sandwiches
are priced from $.70 to $1.85.
Kathleen Vondenkamp is both cook and
owner of the' Sav-On cafe. Although she
has owned the Sav-On for only six years,
she as worked off and on as cook there for
the last twenty years.
-r enjoy the work,' and I enjoy the
people," Vondenkamp remarked,saying
that alot of the customers come in every
day. "We don't get rid of them until they
die," said Vondencamp, "and it's not from
food poisoning either."
, Bob and Barbara Helms hadn't been at
The major reason/or working at the Sav-on Caf~ is "the people. "
"I.t's fun, we have a lot of customers who
aren't grumpy."·
the Sav-On for a year, living too far away'
to make a convenient drive. They did.
however, stop by on Friday to get the day's'
"special." .
The Helms cited "atmosphere" as their
reason for eating at ; the cafe. '''You'
wouldn't call the . decor 'atmosphere' "
Helms said, " ... its the people."
The Sav-On is a place where you get a
very 'decent meal for your money, Bob
Helms said. He also likes Nicky, Tina, and
Erma,the waitresses "They're jolly and
harrassable. "
"We all have our days," waitress Nicky
Wardle added, saying she enjoys her job
because the customers are generally good
natured.
Waitress Tina Preston agreed, saying
Merrits
6630 W. State
Open 24 hours
a tc:w race horses .
.. Homemade Scones' are. thespedalty It
Merritts. A plain scone smothered in butter .
is S.8S.StrawberrY, blueberry; or-cherry
scones cost SUO. Ice cream is S.7S extra.
Most of the breakfasts, priced about S3.SO,
are served With a hot stone;
,k plain cheeSeburger is SI.4S. The
Trucker's' Special, with two' patties,cheese,
.ham, or bacon, is priced at $2.80. Merritts
also serves steak, porkchops.rfish and
chips, and shrimp, as well as salads.
Teresa Williams has been the evening
shift waitress and dishwasher at Merritts
for ten months. She also attends Boise State
University as a Business School freshman.
. There are family types and coffee
drinkers at Merritts, Williams' said, with
about fifty percent regulars and fifty
percent new customers.
The evening shift is "pretty mellow,"
according to Williams. Business is good,
she said, but it seems to come in spurts.
Because she works alone, Williams gets
help from the regular customers when the
restaurant gets very busy.
Because Merritts is open all night, it
usually fills up fast when the local bars
close-Friday and Saturday nights. If
another waitress is sick, Williams works
the "bar rush." '
, Although customers do get rowdy,
Williams can recall little trouble with the
late night bar crowd. She does, however
remember one man who left his chair and
started walking back and forth across the
table tops. Williams tapped him on the
back and . lie quickly jumped down and
regained his seat.
It's after the bar rush is over that the
. really odd people come in, Williams
commented. .
Williams enjoys the regular customers on
her 2:00 p.m.-IO:00 p.m, shift. "It's fun to
give them as much trouble as they give
Continued to page 14 •
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, On top of the milk machine rests a small
statue of a horse. On one wall is a picture of
three horses standing in a field. Listed
, under "Burger Corral"on the menu is the
"Daily Double," a burger consisting of two
patties, Ortega Chiles, mushrooms, and
slices of American and Swiss cheese.
During the summer, Merritts is very
popular with those who frequent Les Bois'
Park. The restaurant offers free meals to
jockeys and trainers who win at the track.
Merritt, the restaurant's owner, also owns
BOJANGLES
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,~?-SALE
The University News is looking for a
Feature Writer, 2 Staff.Writers
and an Advertising Manager
Experience necessary
If-Interested please contact:
The University news, 2nd floor SUB, or call 385-1454.
'f).
9.97--,19.97,.•.
JEANS & CORDS
Regular to 32.95 FlIJDOUI brandt 'eanl and
corda In ~ favorite faD colon. SIal 3 to 15.
Come In toclcyl
9.97 ~~~~r
BLOUSES & TOPS
SurprIH ~f with. MvInlll! Long end ohort
oIoevcbl-. IOfJIC _t ..... at a great prlcel
Fall colon " otyIal
25,% off
....JR~'JACKETS & VESTS
PRESENTS
tHE
BSU
INTRAMURAL
CORNER
TGIF Night at the' Gym
when: Friday, Nov. 19,5:00 ..midnight
where: Pavilion Auxiliary Gym & Courts
what: Walleyball, Pickle Ball, RacquetballvBasketball
.' . come andcheckItoutl ' .
Also Coming: The CoorsllMBasketball Tournaments
for' Guys & gals
EntniesDue: Nov. 29 .'
Game Play: Nov. '~3Q..Jj~c. 4
in the 1M/Campus;:~E'.Office! 166PavUion. . - ., ...... . .. .;' ':.. . .~, ,.. , - - '-. . .~
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PROFESSIONAL
EDITORIAL SERVICES
S.J. BRYANT
336·1660
336-3320
Get Your ~neTuned Up Before Ski Season!!
Prevent injury & headaches with a
thorough splna! exam
Free exam for all BSU students
(we'accept seneeunsureneel.
Dr. Paul R. Edwards
Valley Chiropractic Center
4948 Kootenai, Boise .
~hone 342·1121 for appointment now!
IJl~~~~~fH~od'
··Relocates
New Clinic Site At
4301 Franklin Rd.
Boise,83705
.. (between Orchard andRoosevelt)
·345.0760
.Effective November 29 ,1982
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states, Shade "hoboing'~.hisway tc.Idaho.
on a freight-train during the 1930's •
All of them remember Boise like it used
to be. During Prohibition, they say, you
could- buy liquor in the downtown hotels.
But you had to know the password to gei
in, because if you weren't recognized, you
did not get a drink.
According to Ward, Idaho millionaire
Jack Simplot used to wander into the old
Bouquet, a Boise bar, to play cards. "He
played a good game," Ward chuckled.
Simplot eats at Merritts sometimes on the
weekends, Pershing said, but people don't
recognize him.
Puffing cigarettes and sipping coffee, the
three men discussed their favorite enter-
tainers. W.C. Fields, Groucho Marx, and
Mae West. came highly recommended.
Pershing confessed a fondness for Gary
.Cooper, a man he once worked with as a
broncobuster oil a Montana ranch.
Hash Hotises ...
So where is the best place to eat? It
depends, of course, on what you're looking
for. Manley's offers the largest servings.
Having dinner at Manley's means not
eating breakfast the' next morning. The,
State Court has good, cheap coffee and
• Continuedfrom page 12
me," she said ..
Bob Duncanson stops in . at Merritts
because it's between home and the' place
where he works as a welder. Sitting at the
counter with coffee and a newspaper,
Duncanson talked about the restaurant and
the people who patronize it. .
"It's very family," he mused, "definitely
not a franchise operation." "It's a good
place to meet friends," he continued.
Merritts is also a place to have coffee and
meet new people for those who don't drink
alcohol or those who have quit, he said. "I
know a few like that," Duncanson com-
. mented,
Mel Shade, 66, and his friends Art Ward,
72, and Bill Pershing, 60, meet often at
Merritts to drink coffee and, when they can
afford it, eat. .
The three know a lot about horse racing,
having spent innumerable summer days at
the track. "We don't miss a race," Shade
said, "unless we're gone fishing,"
Although Merritts has always been a
coffee shop, Ward said that it also used to
be a stopping point for an electric train that
made daily runs to Caldwell and. back for
$.15.
Ward was born and raised in Idaho, but
Pershing and Shade emigrated from other
Which is Best? Too late to take advantage 0/ the day's specials.
friendly service. It also has Fred, the
German shepherd.
The Sav-On Cafe has the cheapest food,
$2,30 being the average cost of lunch.
Merritt's has very tasty scones and you
can indulge your appetite 24 hours a day.
One thing is sure. Don't eat at any of the
four if you are interested in commonplace
decor, They don't have it. They've all been
around for awhile and exude a charm that
is reminiscentof the days before fast food
and even faster paced living.
• l~[®.:::. '.J tWill
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Complaints?
Compliments?
.Opinion?
Send them all to tho University News.
Submissions should be typed. do'ublo,
double spoced, and shorter Ihan:200
words In length. Lotte.r! my.' arrive
belore Friday at 4:00 p.m. to be
considered for'tho" '~II~wlng week's
publication. Write:
The University Newa,
1.910 University Drive
actse Bol,e. Idoha B3US
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The Real PuzzIeM Piece of Cake
by Don Rubin
Each of the layers in this
13-layercake was circular
originally, and all were of
roughly equivalent.size.We'd
like you to identify this .
baker's dozen, top to bottom,
in the spaces provided.
1. _
2. _
3..
4. _
5. _
6. _ _'_ ~.,..._
7. _'__-'-'-
8. ---:-
9. .,..._
10. -..,. __ -'-
II. _-..,. -..,.,..-
12. _'_ __
13.~ -'-
Have you had enough of
these crazy puzzles? How
would you like to get even
withDon Rubin alld win $10
to boot? Send your origins;
ideas for a Rl'al Puzzle to this
newspaper. All entries wjJJ •
become property of UFS. Inc.
(You only win the money if we
use your puzzle idea.) .
.•
© 1~ untied F.a1ure SyndiCate. Inc
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Solution
Connections
I
i
I
"Come and see, Jeremy. The telephone is getting
the benent of one at Daddy's rare smiles:'
f~":"-l~·-·--'· _. --------·----OIS1. byl.A.TlmuSynd.
!
Ol"'~'_s.o-.- -
There are several ways of
making connections without
crossing anylines. The most
elegant involved running wire
across the various compo· .
nents. (Remember the famous
puzzle about the three houses
and .the.gas; electric andtele-
phone cornpantesj)
Connect: I) the headphones
to the single-output
(PHONES) cable.
2) the amplifier's left and
right line inputs to the left and
right split-outputs (also
PHONES) cable.
. 3) the amplifier's left and
right line outputs to the para I-
.lel left and rightinput cables
4) the one-point stereo micro-
phone to the single cable split
to two input jacks.
5) the TV or phone to the
single-input (L + R) input
cable.
For Sale: Franklin :Stove;:$80.<io.; FR.EE
KITfENS TO GOOD HOME,'Call 336-
0814/Kay. .
;·'word Proc~ssing/Typing.rop quality,
'r~asonable rates. Phone Cynthia 375-7389'. '
Hair getting out of control, style it for
the holiday's. Delux Barber Shop. 8th
,,;;Street Marketplace. Phone 344-2681.
'''Cl•••••••• IIIlIII:> ~::Styling for men and women.:Ie
Holiday Partie~,Are· Coming Up
Should you buy new clothes and not eat for a week?
You could afford both clothes and food if you shop atb€-E~. .l' more week of
-PfJtJ~ our Y:z price sale I~
, 1029 Br~adway used (not abused) clothes on conslgnr~ent
Old PaS!LiOfllf,dff/taflksdiviflU !lJtiJfct
Novemhe.r·:23, 1982
union 8t~e~t;·c~f~'~."'~lO:30a.m.-l:30p.m.-
Prairi~C'a;~~:d' T~rk~y with·Corn Bread,
Dressin~ &. all tlie,t~immin~s -
pius Pumpkin Pie ••. 299 or Ala Carte
,fs
uruvetstty toed servicesSaga
:' •• J
Platoon Leader Class...forr
freshmen, sophomores and' juni()rs.
Officer Candidates Class...for
seniors .and college graduates.
~~"""-- ......
Classified
Ads Work!. .
Available SUB Union Station··
10 cents per word paid in advance,
8-5 p.m., Mon.-Fri.
••••••••••••••••••••••
Broadway .Plasa
1203 Broadway
(2 blocks frorn Bronco'Stodium)
342-1662
Mon.Thur~ 10·7- Fri & Sot 10·9
"MOVIES SO NEWVOU'LL TASTE THE POPCORN"'-
* speclc" .S. sluclenl discount ~
•
_ .Rental & Sal••
. .. ".VCRs
• Movies
. -; .• Video Games
"TVs
• ~ 1,,1",' . r; ".,
•:.~deo·'
• . COnnectIon•••••••••••
••••.••••••••••• 0 ••••.•
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National
Creating Our
Future'
Recent research has suggested
that fear of nuclear war may be
profoundly affecting children's
psychological development. Dr.
John Mack, one of the authors of
the American Psychiatric Associa-
tion's Task Force Report, "The
Impact on-Children and Adoles-
cents of Nuclear Developments,"
IACl&Task Force has stated that, "It seems that
• Continuedfrom page 5 these young people are growing
I~-='':'':'':''--------'':''''''''''''':-''-=----'-~;-I up without the ability. to form
graduates for business and in- stable ideals, or. the sense of.
dustry positions. continuity upon which the deve-
Next,that the public and lopment of stable personality
business community sees that structure and the formation of
rieed for lightened tax burdens, serviceable ideals depend. We
but that.ithas caused deficiencies may find we are raising genera-
in higher education and additional tions of young people without a
funding may be needed to provide basis for making long-term
quality education. corrimitments.. who are given
Also, that Idaho cannot afford, over of necessity, to doctrines of
to compromise the quality of imp~lsiveness and immediacy in
higher education and that some their personal relationships or
believe it is deteriorating. choice of behaviors andactivity,"
The last factor claims that past He concludes that, "At the very
recommendations for improving least, we need to educate our
Idaho's higher education have not children to the realities of nuclear
been implemented and that a weaponry so that they can be
review is needed. helped to overcome at least that
An estimated cost of $200,000 aspect of fear which derives from
.' will be required 'by the consultant ignorance and which leaves them
and task force to carry out the feeling so powerless."
study. IACI is currently solicitin.g
monies from individuals, bUSI-
nesses, and private foundations to
pay for the costs.
No Secret
.tersrelated .to prosecutions'under .
the registration law -. Hatter dis-
missed the indictment with pre-
judice, meaning the govern~ent
cannot.indict Wayte a second time
on the same charges .. Both the
registration. lawand selective
prosecution rulings could jeopar-
dize the canes against several other
young men who. contend t~ey
were singled out for prosecution
because they exercised their First
Amendment rights and publicly
proclaimed their opposition to
draft registration ...
Draft Update 'A RoseBy
-Albert Einstein, 1947
A federal judge ruled Monday
the nation's draft registration law
is invalid because President Car-
ter's 1980 order setting.vup the
process was enacted. nine days too
soon. U.S. District Court Judge
Terry Hatter Jr. agreed with a
defense motion that.the govern-
ment waited just 21 days instead
of the legally required 30 days
from the time the registration law
was. published in the F~dera.t·
Register in July 1980 to the time It
took effect. Hatter's ruling on the.
technical point came as he .dis-
. missed charges of failing to'
register against David Wayte, 21,
a former Yale philosophy student
from. Pasadena. It caught both
sides by surprise because defense
attorneys had focused their case
on the claim that Wayte was
unfairly singled out for prose-
cution because of his vocal dissent
of the registration law. Justice
Department attorneys immed-
iately said they would appeal the
entire decision to the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals. If the
appeal court reverses Hatt~r's
decision, the indictment against
Wayte would be reinstated and
the proceedings will resume, U.S.
Attorney Stephen. Trott said.
Hatter's dismissal of the charges
came after he rejected the govern-
ment's claim of executive privilege
over the Reagan administration's
refusal to let defense lawyers see
White House and Pentagon doc-
uments and question presidential ,
Counselor Edwin Meese on mat-
Any Other
Name
We have "Reaganspeak," and
"Haigisms," but all the br.ouhaha
over political euphemisms IS really
just knocking a Washington
tradition. You've aILgotten used
to hearing of tax increases refer-
red to as "Revenue enhance-
ment." But have you heard the
new phrase for relocation que to
nuclear. war? Should you be
moved from a flattened city to a
fallout-free rural siute, you'
haven't really been relocated,
you're experiencing a. "~all~ut
sojourn in the countryside. Mmt
julep, anyone?··Congress Wat-
cher, Nov.lDec. 1982 .
··Military
Bargain
Hunting'
"Through the release of atomic
energy, our generation has
brought into the world the most
revolutionary force since the
prehistoric discovery of fir~. This
basic power of the universe
cannot be fitted into the out-
moded concept of narrow nation-
alisms. For there is no secret and
there is no defense; there is no
possibility of control except
throught the aroused understand-
ing and insistence of the peoples
. of the world."
Nobody ever said war was
cheap. These days one new M85
machine gun goes for a whopping
$22,727: But expensive machinery
is not limited to the battlefield.
The Pentagon recently, found
another good way to spend all
those dollars Congress is feeding
into defense. They decided to
clean up military airfields. Tynco,
Inc., has been asked to provide
120 of their "self-propelled
vacuum cleaners" to suck up the
litter on and around. runways. No
Hoovers these, the truck-like
garbage eaters carry a pricetag of
$55,265 each. We all love a good'
bargain. Congress Watcher, Nov.
.Dec. 1982.
'r
We;ll Be Back
December 2!
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RENT IT .'
. -,··QUIK.
• TV & APPLIANCE ••• ••• TV-STEREO-YCR-.
• WASHER I DRYERS - •.
• REFR.-MICROWAYE •
• - DISHWASHER •
RENT TO OWN .
. By Day, Week, Mo:
• NO OEP051T •
• CIIEOIT APPIlOVED IN STORE 8
• . DELIVERY , •
• 5263 EMERALD •
• . 376-7830 ••••••••••••
WELL
DRINK
NIYE
MONDAY9 TIL MIDNIGHT
J~5CIKEJI
... j -A... . -
.1487 N Curtis. Boise
. '. Twln'alls' .
• Pocatello
Good times offer:
.,'" ,- ,
;":'FoJheen ·oz.gl~Ss mug for sale. 'It's the two-fisted
:>waytodrink to gOodtimes and salute your'greattas~e
in drinks. Why not start a collection? Please send this
coupon, along with a check or IT!oneY9rder for $4.95
per mug (no cash ple~se) to: Seagram s 7 Crown Mug
Offer; P.O.Box.1622, ,\JewYork, ~.~10152
Nalnel __ ,.....,...:..- ..:... li..............;;;- --
AddressB.- -'---:_,---'- _
c~ Stale, Zip-'-_.,...---
st*:Jry quantity .... . . Amount encloSed $,__ --'-----
Oller expires JU/1e30. 1983. No purchase necessary, BSU C53.
New.'brk residents add 8.~% sales tax. . •~~-~...-~- ~tll9l!~
C 1982suGw.t DISIll£RS CO.•N.Y.c.~I'MSl<EY-A BLOO.80PRO(f. "Sewn·Up" and '7\.1'" M traiIems Of tile SftIln.IJp CompanJ.-. . '" .'. .' .' -. . .' -, '. . , ,. - .
